Past Grantees

2020-2021 Grant Cycle $78,500
- $7,500 to Alzheimer’s San Diego
- $7,000 to Rancho Bernardo High School (SOLE)
- $6,000 to Rancho Bernardo Senior Services
- $5,000 to Rancho Bernardo High School Friends of the Library
- $5,000 to Zoological Society of San Diego d/b/a San Diego Zoo Global
- $3,500 to Poway Symphony Orchestra Foundation
- $3,000 to Autism Tree Project Foundation
- $3,000 to Rancho Bernardo Historical Foundation
- $2,500 to Continuing Education Center at Rancho Bernardo
- $2,500 to FOR LOVE & ART
- $2,000 to Friends of the Rancho Bernardo Library
- $2,000 to Poway Center for the Performing Arts Foundation (Poway OnStage) Music
- $2,000 to Resounding Joy
- $2,000 to Tremble Clefs San Diego, Inc.
- $1,500 to RB Neighborhood Watch – Ed Brown Senior Center (fiscal Sponsor)
- $1,000 to Burn Institute
- $1,000 to San Dieguito River Valley Conservancy

2019-2020 Grant Cycle $96,050
- $9,600 to Let’s Light The Cross Foundation
- $8,500 to Poway Center for the Performing Arts Foundation
- $7,500 to Voices for Children
- $7,000 to Rancho Bernardo High School
- $7,000 to Spirit of the Fourth
- $7,000 to Rancho Bernardo Historical Society
- $6,700 to Rancho Bernardo Veterans Memorial
- $5,000 to Rancho Bernardo Senior Services
- $5,000 to Alzheimer’s San Diego
- $5,000 to Friends of Vista Hill
- $5,000 to Southern California Ballet
- $4,842 to Rancho Bernardo Music Boosters
• $3,000 to Classics 4 Kids
• $3,000 to Golden Era Memories and Film
• $3,000 to YMCA of San Diego County
• $2,500 to Poway Symphony Orchestra Foundation
• $2,408 to Turtleback Education Foundation
• $1,500 to Burn Institute
• $1,500 to Friends of the Rancho Bernardo Library
• $1,000 to Rancho Bernardo Neighborhood Watch

2018-2019 Grant Cycle $83,000

• $10,000 to Alzheimer’s San Diego
• $8,000 to Black Mountain Dance Foundation
• $8,000 to Interfaith Community Services
• $8,000 to Rancho Bernardo High School
• $5,000 to Chaparral Elementary PTA
• $5,000 to Rancho Bernardo High School Friends of the Library
• $5,000 to YMCA of San Diego County
• $4,000 to ElderHelp of San Diego
• $8,000 to Poway Center for the Performing Arts Foundation
• $4,000 to Voices for Children
• $3,000 to Include Autism
• $3,000 to Poway Symphony Orchestra Foundation
• $3,000 to Rancho Bernardo High School PTSA
• $3,000 to Spirit of the Fourth
• $2,000 to support the RB Veterans Memorial Association
• $1,000 to support RB Neighborhood Watch
• $1,000 to Friends of the Rancho Bernardo Library
• $1,000 to Meals on Wheels Greater San Diego, Inc.
• $1,000 to Rancho Bernardo Senior Services Center

2017-2018 Grant Cycle $71,821

• $8,000 to Rancho Bernardo Historical Society
• $6,500 to Bernardo Heights Middle School
• $6,500 to RB Veterans Memorial Association
• $5,000 to Bernardo Heights Education Foundation
• $5,000 to Bernardo Heights Middle School Choir Boosters
• $5,000 to Poway OnStage for the Arts in Education Initiative
• $5,000 to Spirit of the Fourth
• $5,000 to Voices for Children
• $4,000 to San Diego Zoo Global
• $2,500 to Rancho Bernardo High School Friends of the Library
• $2,000 to Black Mountain Dance – Southern California Ballet
• $2,000 to Let’s Light the Cross
• $2,000 to Poway Symphony Orchestra Foundation
• $2,000 to Rancho Bernardo High School Music Boosters
• $2,000 to Rancho Bernardo High School PTSA
• $2,000 to Write Out Loud
• $2,000 to YMCA of San Diego County, Childcare Resource Service
• $1,721 to Westwood Elementary School
• $1,500 to Burn Institute
• $1,500 to Friends of the Rancho Bernardo Library
• $600 to Seniors Helping Our Kids

2016-2017 Grant Cycle $70,200

• $7,500 to Highland Ranch Educational Foundation
• $6,000 to Youth Philharmonic Orchestra
• $5,000 to Chaparral Elementary School
• $5,000 to Include Autism
• $5,000 to Southern California Youth Ballet
• $4,200 to Write Out Loud
• $4,000 to ElderHelp of San Diego
• $4,000 to Rancho Bernardo Senior Services Center
• $3,500 to Rancho Bernardo High School
• $3,500 to Rancho Bernardo High School Parent Teacher Student Association
• $3,000 to Rancho Bernardo Historical Society
• $3,000 to The Continuing Education Center at Rancho Bernardo
• $2,500 to Poway Center for the Performing Arts Foundation
• $2,500 to Turtleback Education Foundation
• $1,500 to Burn Institute
• $1,500 to Rancho Bernardo High School Friends of the Library
• $1,500 to Rancho Bernardo Veterans Memorial Association Fund
• $3,000 to 4Community Solutions
• $1,000 to Ed Brown Senior Center at Rancho Bernardo to support a handicap fitness program for older adults
$1,000 to Friends of the Rancho Bernardo Library
$1,000 to Spirit of the Fourth
$1,000 to 4Community Solutions

2015-2016 Grant Cycle $70,578

$8,978 to Continuing Education Center
$7,500 to Turtleback Education Foundation
$7,500 to Highland Ranch Educational Foundation
$5,200 to Rancho Bernardo High School Healthy Connections
$5,000 to Burn Institute
$5,000 to Youth Philharmonic Orchestra
$4,500 to ElderHelp of San Diego
$4,400 to Rancho Bernardo High School Speech & Debate
$4,000 to Write Out Loud
$3,500 to Rancho Bernardo High School PTSA
$3,000 to Rancho Bernardo High School Silver Spur
$3,000 to Rancho Bernardo United
$2,500 to Friends of Rancho Bernardo Library
$1,500 to Rancho Bernardo Senior Services
$1,000 to Silver Age Yoga
$1,000 to Rancho Bernardo Fire Safe Council
$1,000 to Rancho Bernardo Veterans Memorial Association
$1,000 to Ed Brown Senior Center
$1,000 to Spirit of the Fourth